WEB-shop Yurkevich.ru User Guide


1. 	Overlook closely the catalogue of offered production on page of WEB-shop Yurkevich.ru (http://www.yurkevich.ru/12r-e.php) 
2. 	More in detail about the item, which have interested you can learn, having cluck with a mousy on the name of production in the column "Name". Thus the new window, which contains the description, will open.
3. 	Note the item (items), which has interested you, of the catalogue in the extremely right column “In a basket” on page of WEB-shop Yurkevich.ru (http: // www.yurkevich.ru/12r-e.php). 
4. 	Click a mousy on image of a basket from above table of the catalogue, or on an inscription “In a basket” for the beginning of a procedure of registration of the order. Thus you will pass on new page of registration of the order (http://www.yurkevich.ru/order-e.php).  
5. 	On this page you have opportunity of editing of the order:
5.1. 	 Click with a mousy in the column "Delete" opposite to item, which you have ordered by error - corresponding item it will be automatically removed, and the page will be updated. 
5.2. 	 Click with a mousy for the line “Add to basket” - you again will get on page with the catalogue of production (see item 1 of the User Guide) - now you can add that have missed in the beginning.
6. 	If your order is generated finally, you can start registration of the invoice in the bottom part of page of registration of the order (http://www.yurkevich.ru/order-e.php).  
6.1. 	 Familiarize with conditions of payment of production and choose the preferable form of payment. For this purpose click with a mousy on image of a pointer in the column “The form of payment” – you can see a drop-down list, in which you can choose the form of payment most convenient for you (Transfer onto the account – only).
6.2. 	 Filling in the line "Customer" the physical or legal person by a choice from a drop-down list (similarly item 6.1.).
6.3. 	 After finish of item 6.1.-6.2., in the right part of the form for registration of obligatory for filling payment items will be marked by red asterisks. Fill in all obligatory fields, having indicated the required data. Be attentive, these data are used at generation of invoices.
	Having filled in all fields of the form of payment, you can finish registration of the order - for this purpose click with a mousy on the button “Submit”. In result the new window with the written invoice will open according to the in payment form chosen you. At printing all forms it is better to use options of your browser Text Size - Smaller 
	Print out the generated invoice and pay it. The account number is always unique and cannot repeat.

9. 	As soon as means under the order paid by you will arrive to address of the enterprise, on your e-mail address the letter with access rights to production paid by you (file/files). You can download them on the your computer in any time convenient for you within 7 days from the moment of dispatch to your address of the e-mail with access rights. If you have any complexities, you can address behind a technical support to the address info@yurkevich.ru - the support will be immediately rendered to you.
10. On demand of the Customer to your address 2 copies of the original agreement about granting the information on new technologies of construction on electronic carriers under the advance payment (with appendix’s), and also original of the written invoice are sent by mail to Customer address. It will be necessary for you to issue and send one copy of the agreement to address of Yurkevich Engineering Bureau, Ltd. You can familiarize with a sample of such agreement, having downloaded it from our site under the link http://www.yurkevich.ru/doc/oferta-e.doc.

The manager of WEB-shop Yurkevich.ru

